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Crystallization in sputter deposited, amorphous FeW and MoCo of #-phase composition 
alloys has been studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electrical 
resistivity and X-ray diffraction. The amorphous alloys exhibit high thermal stability and 
transform directly to the equilibrium #-phase with no intermediate metastable phase 
formation. In FeW, a tungsten-iron solid solution also forms as the alloy composition is 
actually in a two-phase (# + solid solution) region. In both alloys, the crystallites form 
on a very fine scale and the #-phase is heavily faulted. The crystallization behaviour may 
be indicative of a marked similarity between the short range structure of the amorphous 
phase and the #-phase structure. Changes in electrical resistivity during crystallization 
are insubstantial agreement with the structural changes observed through TEM and X-ray 
analysis. 

1. Introduction 
A new class of amorphous alloys based on the 
composition of complex crystal structures such as 
the/a-phase has recently been made by a high rate 
sputter deposition, [1, 2]. These alloys consist of 
a refractory metal and a transition metal, and ex- 
hibit high thermal stability against crystallization 
as measured by differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC). 

The mechanism of crystallization in these 
alloys has not been studied, however. Considerable 
differences could be expected in the crystallization 
of these amorphous/a-phase alloys as compared to 
that in rapidly quenched, deep eutectic alloys. 
Crystallization in eutectic composition alloys 
generally proceeds through a series of metastable 
phases to the final equilibrium phases. A principal 
objective of the study was to determine whether 
this phenomenon is seen in the amorphous/~-phase 
alloys. Differences in the crystallization behaviour 
could also help explain differences in the struc- 
tural models for these alloys compared to the 
eutectic type alloys. 

2. Experimental techniques 
The amorphous alloys were prepared by sputter 
deposition using high rate triode sputtering. 

Targets used for sputter deposition were prepared 
by compacting the respective metal powders under 
high temperature and pressure. One FeW target 
was made by imbedding strips of tungsten into a 
solid block of iron. However, most of the anneal- 
ing studies utilized the alloys made from the 
powder compact target. The alloys were deposited 
at a rate of 0.07~tm sec -1 on a substrate cooled by 
liquid nitrogen. Typical thickness of the final 
deposit was 200 ~tm. The composition of the final 
deposit was 50 at %Fe-50 at %W for the FeW 
alloy and 54 at %Co-46 at %Mo for the MoCo 
alloy. 

Specimens suitable for transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) were cut from the deposited 
wafer and annealed in a vacuum of 1 x lO-6torr 
for various times and temperatures. Specimens 
were thinned for examination in TEM after 
annealing. X-ray analysis was also done on the 
TEM specimens. 

The electrical resistivity was measured using the 
standard four probe technique. Resistivity speci- 
mens measuring approximately 1 mm • 10 mm 
were cut from the original deposits. Accurate 
values for resistivity were difficult to determine 
because of non-uniformity of shape. However, 
the value of "~ 240/aohm cm for amorphous MoCo 
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compares well with other reported resistivity values 
for amorphous metals [3,4]. Measurements were 
made at both room temperature ('~ 295 K) and 
liquid nitrogen temperature (78 K) following 1 h 
annealing treatments. All measured values were 
normalized by dividing by the resistivity of the 
starting amorphous condition. A measure of the 
temperature coefficient of resistivity was also 
obtained by comparing the resistivity at 295 K with 
that at 78K. In order to protect the very fragile 
specimens, they were mounted in a protective 
cage-like enclosure. All anneals and measurements 
were made without removing the specimen from 
the mounting. 

3. Results 
The results on the deposited and annealed micro- 
structures are similar in the two alloys and are 
reported together below. Both alloys show a 
featureless amorphous microstructure but there is 
some indication of recovery and localized ordering 
upon annealing below the crystallization tempera- 
ture. Crystallization to the stable/l-phase occurred 
with no intermediate phase formation. Some 
differences in behaviour of the two alloys were 
observed during crystallization, however. These 
results are, therefore, reported separately. 

3.1. As-deposited amorphous  s t ructure  
The as-deposited microstructure of both FeW and 
MoCo was completely featureless. In Fig. 1, 
the selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns show 

Figure 1 Microstructure of amorphous FeW, as-deposited 
showing featureless contrast. MoCo has identical appear- 
ance. 
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one bright, diffuse ring plus several larger, much 
fainter rings. These are common observations for 
amorphous alloys. The formation of these parti- 
cular amorphous phases was reported previously 
[1,21. 

A distinct difference in the amorphous struc- 
ture between these alloys and the metal-metalloid 
eutectic alloys is indicated by comparison of the 
SAD patterns. The ratio of the diameters of the 
two outer diffuse rings to the inner ring gives 
values of 1.66 and 1.97 for FeW and 1.66 and 1.99 
for MoCo. Ratios of 1.67 and 1.98 were measured 
in an amorphous, sputter deposited MoNi alloy. 
These values were markedly different from those 
measured in a sputter deposited NisoB20 alloy, 
1.72 and 2.27 respectively. 

3.2. Annealed, non-crysta l l ine structure 
A small but detectable amount of clustering or 
ordering occurred in the amorphous structure 
during annealing at temperatures just below the 
onset of crystallization. These changes were noted 
by dark field electron microscopy (DF) in which a 
portion of the first diffuse ring formed the DF 
image. Such DF images are shown in Fig. 2 and 
reveal small bright spots 20-50 )k in size. These 
bright spots represent coherently diffracting 
domains in the structure such as would be pro- 
duced by localized ordering [5]. Such bright spots 
were only barely resolvable in the unannealed 
material so have definitely increased in size as a 
result of annealing. 

The bright spots or ordered regions do not 
grow into a recognizable crystalline structure after 
prolonged annealing, e.g., 48 h at 970 K for FeW. 
There was no evidence for the formation of a 
single, truly crystalline phase from these ordered 
regions. 

3.3 Crystal l ized structure - FeW 
Crystals of two different phases were first noted 

after 8 h at 1120 K, Fig. 3. The globular phase 
is bcc  (ao~0.317 mm) and predominantly 
tungsten. The striated phase could not be iden- 
tified from the SAD patterns but X-ray diffraction 
showed only a bcc phase and a #-phase (FeTW6) 
to be present. It was therefore concluded that the 
striated phase is the/l-phase. 

A completely crystallized structure comprising 
an intermixture of the b c c tungsten phase and 
/~-phase formed after 24 h at 1120 K. An almost 
identical structure is produced after only 1 h 



Figure 2 DF micrographs imaged using a small portion of the brightest ring in the SAD pattern. (a) FeW 1 h at 1120 K, 
Co) MoCo at 970 K. Small coherently diffracting domains are resolvable. 

anneal at 1220 K, Fig. 4. Very pronounced streak- 
ing is noted in the SAD pattern taken from only 
the striated/~-phase (centre portion of Fig. 4). This 
indicates that the twins or platelets in the #-phase 
are extremely thin. The fractional amount repre- 
sented by the two phases is difficult to determine 
mainly owing to the faintness of the striations in 
some cases and the fact that twin or platelets 
parallel to the foil will not appear as striations. 
A range of 20-50% for the b c c phase would be 
a crude estimate. 

A strong texture in the b c c tungsten phase was 
a unique feature of the crystalline structure. SAD 
patterns covering large areas reveal a pronounced 

(0 0 1) texture in Fig. 5. A different region showed 
a (0 1 1) texture. No relation of this texture to the 

J faulting in the p-phase could be discerned as the 
striations are arrayed randomly among the 
structure. 

An iron-tungsten-carbide phase was the only 
additional phase observed in the FeW alloy, Fig. 6. 
The carbides form after annealing at the higher 
temperatures (>_ 1270 K) and only in the deposit 
that was made from the powder compact target. 
The distribution of the carbide phase was very 
inhomogeneous on a TEM scale. Large areas show 
no carbides. X-ray diffraction did not reveal the 
carbide phase, so the total amount is quite small. 

Figure 3 Microstructure of amorphous FeW annealed for 8h at l120K shows a mixture of is-phase and bcc phase in an 
amorphous matrix. (a) BF, (b) DF. 
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Figure 4 Microstructure of amorphous FeW annealed for 
1 h at 1220 K. Structure is completely crystallized. SAD 
pattern from centre region of the micrograph. 

A somewhat higher crystallization temperature 
was also observed in the deposit made from the 
powder compact target indicating that the excess 
carbon was acting to stabilize the amorphous 
phase. 

The /a-phase grains grew large during annealing 
at 1270 K for long times and these could be posi- 
tively identified by SAD patterns. The g-phase is 
still heavily faulted, however, as shown in Fig. 7. 
The lattice parameter of the b c c tungsten in- 
creased from 0.3147 nm after 1070 K to 0.3156 nm 
after 1270 K. Different amounts of iron dissolved 

Figure 6 Microstructure of FeW annealed for 2 h at 
1270 K. Large iron-tungsten-carbide grains are present 
on the left. 

in the tungsten could explain this variation. The 
lattice parameter was always found to be less than 
pure tungsten. 

3.4. Crystal l ized s t r u c t u r e - M o C o  
Crystals of MoO2 were the first phase to appear at 
temperatures as low as 870 K, Fig. 8. The matrix 
surrounding the crystals is the recovered amor- 
phous structure illustrated by Fig. 2. The amount 
of oxide was less than 1% by volume and saturated 
after several hours of annealing due to a depletion 

Figure 5 SAD pattern covering very large region of the 
speeimeat shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 7 Microstructure of FeW annealed for 24 h at 
1270 K. The heavily faulted grain is the t~-phase, FeTW ~. 



Figure 8 Microstructure of amorphous MoCo annealed for 
2h at 870K. Particles are MoOn embedded in the still 
amorphous matrix. 

of oxygen. No relation between the oxide and 
subsequent crystallization of metallic phases 
could be detected. 

A partially crystalline structure resulting from 
a 2 h anneal at 1020K is shown in Fig. 9. The 
structure is characterized by a fine crystallite size 
as shown by the bright field-dark field pair. 
Lattice spacings consistent with the Mo6Co7 
/l-phase are given by the spotty rings. No rings 

consistent with pure Mo could be detected. Some 
residual amorphous material is indicated by the 
diffuse background ring. The amorphous material, 
however, was a minor part of the structure after 
this annealing treatment. 

A uniform, fine, completely crystalline struc- 
ture was obtained after annealing at 1070 and 
1170K, Fig. 10. Only the /~-phase could be de- 
tected by SAD or X-ray analysis. No molybdenum 
or any other phase was detected. Faulting is 
observed in the ~t-phase grains similar to the # 
phase in FeW. Streaking is also present in the SAD 
pattern similar to that found in FeW. 

3.5. Electrical resistivity 
A sharp drop in the normalized resistivity values 
as a function of annealing temperature coincided 
with the onset of crystallization, Fig. 11. A small 
but reproducible drop in resistivity was also noted 
just prior to the large drop indicating that some 
type of recovery or relaxation process had 
occurred. 

The temperature coefficient of resistivity, 
indicated by the lower curves in Fig. 11, also 
correlated well with the crystallization behaviour. 
A very small temperature coefficient is indicated 
for the amorphous state but this increases as 
crystallization proceeds. The metallic tungsten 
phase in the FeW alloy could be responsible for 
the peak in that particular curve. No such peak 

Figure 9 Microstructure of MoCo annealed for 2 h at 1020 K showing formation of fine crystallites. (a) BF, (b) SAD, 
(c) DF from the spotty ring. 
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Figure 10 Microstructure of  MoCo annealed for 2 h at 
1070K.  Structure completely crystallized into /~-phase 
Mo~Co 7 �9 

was observed in MoCo and no pure metallic 
phases were observed. 

A lower crystallization temperature at the 
surface of the amorphous deposit was first de- 
tected as a result of the resistivity measurements. 
Subsequent X-ray analysis revealed that crystaliiza- 

tion in the surface region exposed to the substrate 
began at temperatures 50-70 K below that of the 
bulk or free surface. Backsputtering of copper 
from the substrate into the amorphous deposit is 
believed to be responsible for this phenomenon. 

4,  D iscuss ion  
The crystallization temperatures of these g-phase 
amorphous alloys are significantly higher than 
reported for liquid quenched, eutectic alloys. A 
2 h crystallization temperature of ~ 1150 K for 
FeW and 1000K for MoCo compares with 880K 
for Nb6oNi4o and 630 K for an F e - N i - P - B  alloy 
[6]. The melting points of elements in the 
Nb6oNi4o alloy are about the same as those in the 
MoCo alloy yet the Nb60Ni4o shows less thermal 
stability in the amorphous state. 

Direct transformation of the amorphous 
structure to the crystalline/~-phase with no inter- 
mediate phase formation is the basic mechanism of 
crystallization in these alloys. This is a prime 
example of a polymorphous transformation as 
described by Herold and K6ster [7]. The fine 
crystallite size also indicates a high degree of 
crystal nucleation. In many amorphous alloys, 
isolated crystals tend to grow to a rather extensive 

Figure 11 (a) Change in electrical 
resistivity measured at 78 K as a 
function of annealing temperature, 
(b) change in the ratio of resistivity 
at 295 K to that at 78 K as a function 
of annealing temperature. 
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size in an amorphous matrix. Such observations as 
above suggest a similarity in the short-range order 
structure of the amorphous phase with the g-phase 
crystalline structure, as proposed by Wang [8]. 

The significant fraction of tungsten in the 
crystallized FeW alloy results from the alloy 
composition actually being in a two-phase field. 
The /a-phase FeTWo actually contains 60% iron 
with the excess iron atoms occupying some of 
the tungsten sites [9]. The amorphous alloy is 
approximately 50% Fe-50% W, so it is well within 
the two-phase region. However, direct transforma- 
tion of both the tungsten and g-phase from the 
amorphous state was indicated. The initial pre- 
cipitation of a tungsten phase would leave excess 
iron in the amorphous matrix, thereby inducing an 
easier transformation to the Fe-rich g-phase. 

The observations reported here, therefore, 
suggest a much simpler crystallization process for 
the ~-phase alloy than that suggested by Masumoto 
and Maddin for amorphous alloys [10]. They state 
and many experiments show that most amorphous 
metals crystallize through the formation of recta- 
stable phases to the finalequilibrium phase or 
phases [10]. 

Some type of recovery or atomic rearrange- 
ment must be occurring to account for the slight 
drop in resistivity prior to crystallization. Struc- 
tural relaxation prior to crystallization has been 
reported in amorphous metal alloys [11, 12]. 
This drop in resistivity could be a manifestation of 
the same process that produces the coherently 
diffracting domains observed in dark field micro- 
graphs. Whether such domains actually serve as 
crystal nuclei was not determinable owing to the 
rapid nucleation when crystallization occurred. It 
is certainly quite feasible that they can be the 
crystal nuclei, however. 

No incipient stage of crystallization is observed 
in these alloys in which a single phase, simple 
structure (bcc  or f c c )  emerges from the amor- 
phous state with no apparent nucleation stage. 
This has been observed in a number of amorphous 
alloys after long, low temperature annealing 
[10, 13, 14]. Since Fe and W both have bcc  
structures in their elemental stage, such a phenom- 
enon might have been expected but there was no 
evidence of it after 48 h at 970 K. 

The appearance of oxide and carbide phases 
emphasizes the importance of target material 
purity in preparing amorphous alloys by sputter 

deposition. These phases did not seem to affect 
the crystallization behaviour, on the basis of the 
limited results obtained. The increase in thermal 
stability due to carbon is consistent with other 
results in which impurities stabilize the amorphous 
phases [15]. Since oxygen free MoCo was not 
obtained, it is difficult to say whether oxygen 
does the same. 

5. Conclusions 
The important conclusions are summarized as 
follows, 

(1) Amorphous alloys of FeW and MoCo with 
/~-phase compositions show very high thermal 
stability. 

(2) Crystallization occurs by direct trans- 
formation to the equilibrium crystalline phase. 

(3) The annealing behaviour suggests a close 
similarity between short range order in amorphous 
structure and the g-phase structure. 

(4) Changes in electrical resistivity correlate 
well with observed changes in microstmctures. 
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